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ABSTRACT
Somatic embryogenesis is the de novo development of asexual embryos because
of the plasticity of the plant cell. In tissue culture, the biochemical and genetic
mechanisms of dedifferentiated callus tissues can be reprogrammed to transdifferentiate
into developed, polarized embryos, which can ultimately regenerate into whole plants.
Although this rarely occurs in nature, scientists have exploited this process for decades to
regenerate whole plants following gene transformation or for micropropagation. While
some species are amenable to in vitro regeneration, upland cotton is particularly
recalcitrant, with regenerative potential being confined to only several genotypes. The
lack of elite, regenerable genotypes greatly restricts our ability to broadly conduct
functional genomics studies and accelerated breeding activities in cotton. A primary goal
is to enable the ability to improve trait genetics, in a tailored fashion, in elite breeding
and commercially cultivated germplasm with the latest genome editing and engineering
technologies; in a genotype-independent manner. Progress has been made in monocots to
discover genes, epigenetic factors, and other regulatory mechanisms that govern somatic
embryogenesis, however, experiments with these genes in eudicots do not produce the
same result, suggesting alternative genetic mechanisms. The studies presented herein
provides new insights in the genetic architecture of somatic embryogenesis in upland
cotton. This investigation sought to utilize both morphological and embryogenic traits
paired with low-pass whole-genome sequencing to robustly map key somatic
embryogenesis genetic regulatory elements in the cotton genome. The identified
quantitative trait loci associated with variation in regenerative potential in a biparental
mapping population were biased to the D subgenome on chromosomes D07 and D09.
Several candidate genes were identified including a fatty acid omega-hydroxylase, a
MYB domain containing transcription factor, an AP2 domain containing transcription
factor, and several unannotated genes on the D07 chromosome, as well as a sulfite
oxidase gene and another unannotated gene on the D09 chromosome.
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CHAPTER ONE
A REVIEW OF SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS IN TISSUE CULTURE AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY IN UPLAND COTTON (GOSSYPIUM HIRSUTUM L.)
Introduction
Somatic embryogenesis is the de novo development of asexual embryos because
of the plasticity of the plant cell. In tissue culture, the biochemical and genetic
mechanisms of disorganized callus tissues can be reprogrammed to transdifferentiate the
cells into developed, polarized embryos, which can ultimately regenerate into whole
plants. This process occurs often in nature [1] and scientists have exploited this process
for decades to regenerate whole plants following gene transformation or for
micropropagation [2]. While some species are amenable to in vitro regeneration, upland
cotton is particularly recalcitrant, with regenerative potential being confined to only
several genotypes. The lack of elite, regenerable genotypes greatly restricts our ability to
broadly conduct functional genomics studies and accelerated breeding activities in cotton.
A primary goal is to enable the ability to improve trait genetics, in a tailored fashion, in
elite breeding and commercially cultivated germplasm with the latest genome editing and
engineering technologies; in a genotype-independent manner. Progress has been made in
monocots to discover genes, epigenetic factors, and other regulatory mechanisms that
govern somatic embryogenesis, however, experiments that these genes in eudicots do not
produce the same result, suggesting alternative genetic mechanisms. The presented herein
provides new insights in the genetic architecture of somatic embryogenesis in upland
cotton.
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In vitro somatic embryogenesis (SE) was first observed in 1947 by Michael
Levine [3, 4] and first formally characterized in 1958 by Steward, et al., in Daucus
carota L. (Carrot) [5]. Since, the rapid evolution of biotechnology and tissue culture
techniques allow researchers to manipulate and exploit the growth and development of
plant cells to regenerate full plants from various explant cultures. The advancement of
somatic, whole-plant regeneration has allowed for more robust genetic transformation
pathways and more productive scale-up micropropagation strategies [2]. Genetic
transformation and regeneration via somatic embryogenesis is a preferred and stable
mechanism for genome engineering because every cell would be homoplastic for the
transgene [6]. Aside from the improvement of industrial and academic protocols, the
continued pursuit of understanding the formation, organization, and development of
somatic embryos has provided science with a deeper, interdisciplinary understanding of
developmental and evolutionary biology.
The sophisticated in vitro microenvironment and the wounding of the plant tissues
during tissue culture force differentiated and organized plant cells to disorganize and
proliferate as callus, a mass of parenchymal cells that form, primarily, as a wounding
response in nature [7]. When a plant is wounded, auxins are produced at the wound site
by differentiated plant cells [7]. In an in vitro environment, callus formation begins on
the incised surfaces of the explant in the presence of exogenous auxin available in the
medium, which initiates signals for the callus to continue proliferation beyond natural
accumulation [8]. Although auxin is required to signal the proliferation of callus tissue,
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concentrations above species-specific thresholds can prohibit the formation of somatic
embryos [9].
Callus tissue was historically thought to exist as undifferentiated or
dedifferentiated cells. The formation of callus is now been recognized as a series of
transdifferentiation events. Genetic and epigenetic signatures are altered during any de
novo tissue regeneration and development [10]. Experimentations in A. thaliana show
that the development of callus fundamentally resembles lateral root formation through
spontaneous cell division, unique activated genetic pathways and signatures, as well as
structural similarities to root primordia [11, 12]. These conclusions have essentially
altered the paradigm of plant tissue development pathways.
SE is possible due to plants’ unique properties of their developmental plasticity.
Plant cells retain the properties of pluripotency and totipotency; the ability of a single cell
to divide, grow, and develop into multiple organ systems and the ability of a single cell to
regenerate into a full new organism, respectively [13].
The biological process of SE, following the cellular proliferation, has been
extensively investigated [14-17], but is not fully understood as it is highly speciesspecific [18]. As the callus cellular division progresses over time, environmental,
genetic, and epigenetic signals initiate cascades of biochemical and cellular processes that
cause callus to transdifferentiate into embryonic “stem cell-like” cells [2, 19]. Callus
tissue transdifferentiation and embryo development proceed through several stages with
critical development stages being non-embryogenic callus (NEC) which eventually
begins to form polar structures and transition to embryogenic callus (EC) [20]. There are
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key morphological, metabolomic, and genetic signature changes that occur during this
transition [20-25]. The primary morphological changes observable during the transition
between NEC and EC is the formation of polar structures and proembryonic tissues on
the callus tissue. Figure 1.1 shows the morphological and physical changes that occur
during the transition from NEC to EC. Transcriptomic analyses comparing NEC and EC
in both monocot and dicot systems have discovered more than 5,000 differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) active during this transition [24, 25].

Figure 1.1: a) typical non-embryogenic callus characterized by friable texture, homogenous cell structure
and morphology, and uniform color. b) typical embryogenic callus characterized by clumping of
proembryonic cells, differing color patterns, and a more viscous texture.

The embryonic cells begin to proliferate and the structure polarizes and proceeds
to organogenesis to form cotyledons, as well as root and shoot meristems [26]. The
polarized asexual embryos have the capability to develop into fully-developed, clonal
plants after being exposed to species-specific ratios of hormones and nutrients in the
tissue culture medium [16]. This process does occur naturally in some Kalanchoë spp.
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(Mother-of-millions) that are able to produce clonal plantlets, or brood buds, at the
margin of the leaves [2], and has been observed in over 440 other plant species [27].
Investigation of the genetic factors controlling the embryogenesis and organogenesis in
Kalanchoë indicates similar transcription factor expression [28] as seen in other
commonly induced and examined species such as, A. thaliana [29] and Zea mays (maize)
[24]. Somatic embryo polarization and development differ between monocot and dicot
species. In monocots, the embryos begin as a globular stage, followed by a scutellar and
coleoptilar stage, before developing into a seedling [30]. Dicot somatic embryos begin as
a globular stage, followed by a torpedo stage, heart stage, and a cotyledonary stage [30].
The scutellar and torpedo stages are the beginning stages of root organogenesis and
embryo polarization. The coleoptilar and heart stages denote shoot and leaf primordia
organogenesis [31]. Embryogenesis, zygotic and somatic, and organogenesis processes
are dictated by a myriad of developmental transcription factors, which control a wide
range of gene families such as the homeobox family [14, 32], the kinase family [14, 33],
the AP2/ERF family [14, 34, 35], as well as others [17, 36, 37]. These developmental
transcription factors regulate normal growth and development of differentiated organs in
whole plants [38].

Somatic Embryogenesis in Major Crops
Modern research, breeding, and production of staple crop species (wheat, rice,
maize, potato, sweet potato, cassava, soy, banana, sorghum, and yam [39]) relies heavily
on SE following gene transformation [40] (wheat [41], rice [42], maize [43], soy [44],
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and sorghum [45]) or micropropagation through tissue regeneration and organogenesis
(cassava [46], sweet potato [47], potato [48], banana [49], and yam [50]) to provide
stable, biological platforms for homogenous ectopic trait expression, proliferative clonal
transplant production, pathological infection elimination, and/or germplasm maintenance
[51]. The following subsections will delve into some significant staple and cash crops and
the usage of tissue culture and SE in their cultivar and biotechnological development.

Somatic Embryogenesis in Monocots
Efforts to understand the underlying genetic mechanisms of SE in flowering
plants span decades, however, mapping of the genetic qualities of SE have been more
focused in monocotyledonous species providing a deeper understanding of these
mechanisms serving as a foundation for research in dicotyledonous systems, with maize
(Zea mays L.) being one of the more explored species [43]. Maize is a crucial staple grain
crop and model species. Not only is it one of the most highly produced species, globally,
maize has also provided deeper understanding into monocot physiology and development
[43]. Early research into monocot tissue culture has provided the research communities
with methods for whole-plant regeneration of maize from various immature anatomies
such as immature tassel and ear meristem, zygotic embryos, and seedling tissues [52].
Common primary transcription factor groups have been identified and
characterized through transcriptomic and quantitative trait loci (QTL) analyses in
monocots: BABYBOOM (BBM), WUSCHEL (WUS), SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS-like
RECEPTOR KINASE (SERK), and WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEOBOX (WOX) [53,
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54]. Ectopic expression of these gene groups in various monocots, such as maize [55,
56], sorghum (Sorghum bicolor Moench) [56], rye (Secale cereale L.) [57], fingerroot
(Boesenbergia rotunda Mansf.) [58], wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) [59], sugarcane
(Saccharum officinarum L.) [56], oil palms (Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) [60], and rice
(Oryza sativa L.) [56] has significantly increased the efficiency of SE. In species like
maize, sugarcane, sorghum, and rice ectopic expression of ZmBBM and ZmWUS have
increased SE production within a range of 15–440-fold [56].

Somatic Embryogenesis in Eudicots
The efficacy of BBM and WUS have been examined as potential transformation
strategies to increase SE efficiency in dicotyledonous species such as cacao (Theobroma
cacao L.) [61] and in upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) [35]. Ectopic and transient
expression patterns have unfortunately led to minimal increases in SE efficiency. In
several instances, these ectopic expression cassettes have resulted in the reduction of
embryonic viability during later stages of embryo development and whole plant
regeneration [35, 61]. Transcriptomic analyses in A. thaliana and upland cotton have
shown that the primary transcription factors which lead to successful SE in dicots are
regulated through alternate mechanisms such as: LEAFY COTYLEDON (LEC),
AGAMOUS-LIKE (AGL), WOX, and BOLITA (BOL) [25, 29, 36]. Expression variations
based on homologs and paralogs, primarily LEC, AGL and WOX, have been tested in
gene transformation pipelines that have shown success in inducing SE in cassava
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(Manihot esculenta Crantz) [62], tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) [63, 64], upland cotton
[65], and alfalfa (Medicago truncata Gaertn.) [17, 66].
QTL analyses have been performed in attempt to elucidate the genetic
mechanisms of SE in dicots on the genomic level. Even though information describing
the genetic architecture of SE in dicot species is available, these QTL analyses only
provide genomic regions without the resolution of candidate genes or biochemical
functions. The QTL analyses in the literature utilize variable marker types which include
simple sequence repeat (SSR) and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers via
microarrays to assess genetic variation. Genetic mapping of SE has been conducted in
sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) [67-69], Robusta coffee (Coffea canephora Pierre ex
A.Froehner) [70], soy (Glycine max (L.) Merr.)[71, 72], upland cotton [73, 74], and
microspore embryogenesis for haploid regeneration in oilseed rape (Brassica napus L.)
[75]. These studies have provided some new understandings, but are plagued by low
marker saturation, which results in low resolution when compared to the power of wholegenome sequencing.

Somatic Embryogenesis in Non-angiosperms
Investigations of the genetic mechanisms of SE in non-angiospermous plants
identified similar biochemical pathways to monocotyledonous species [14], but others
suggest that there are alternate genetic pathways such as in slash pine (Pinus elliottii
Engelm), Caribbean pine (Pinus caribea Morelet) [76], and radiata pine (Pinus radiata
D. Don) [77]. Although there are different regulatory genetics governing SE in non-
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angiosperms, the common transcription factors to SE in all plants still regulate
developmental actions in in vivo embryo development. The biological process of SE has
been characterized in species such as Nordmann’s fir (Abies nordmanniana [Steven]
Spach) [78] and other species [79], but no further putative genes have been identified.
Still not much is known about the mechanisms of SE in lower plants and other
gymnosperms.

Upland Cotton
Upland cotton (G. hirsutum L.) (2n=4x=52) is one of six allotetraploid (AADD)
species in the genus Gossypium and one of two cultivated cotton species, the other being
pima cotton (G. barbadense L.) [80]. Wild allotetraploid species in the Gossypium genus
include: G. darwinii G.Watt, G. tomentosum Nutt. ex Seem., G. mustelinum Miers ex
G.Watt, and G. ekmanianum Wittmack [80-82] and have significantly lower fiber quality
and disease resistance traits, suggesting high artificial domestication pressures on the
cultivated species during the relatively recent evolution of the crop [80, 83, 84]. The
allotetraploid genome of all six polyploid species of Gossypium consists of two
subgenomes, denoted as A and D, with Gossypium polyploidization occurring
approximately 1-1.5 Ma from an interspecific hybridization event between the diploid
progenitor species G. arboreum L. (A subgenome, 1.7 Gbp) and G. raimondii Ulbr. (D
subgenome, 0.8 Gbp) [80]. While most cotton species produce spinnable lint from the
seed epidermis, the A subgenome ancestors contribute the dominant agricultural-quality
linting genes, while the D subgenome ancestor, which produce significantly less lint,
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provided the necessary transcription factors to regulate lint production in the
allotetraploids [85]. Furthermore, the D subgenome contains ~7.8% more disease
resistance genes (R genes) than the A subgenome [80]. This suggests that
polyploidization directly altered the species’ ability to produce longer lint fibers than the
A genome ancestors and instilled evolutionary benefit through increased disease
resistances.
Upland cotton is a primary fiber crop, accounting for 95% of cotton fiber
production in the US [82], and is economically important for many nations and regions.
The light, easily-harvested fibers provide comfortable, durable, and affordable clothing.
Although cotton is crucial for our society, its continued development through
biotechnology faces steep challenges, primarily due to its recalcitrance developing in
vitro somatic embryos [86]. There are transgenic cotton varieties on the market and in
research and development [87, 88], but options for successful transformation pathways
and whole-plant regeneration are extremely limited [89]. As in most species, SE is
confined to only a couple of agronomically poor genotypes [86]. Understanding the
underlying mechanisms of SE and developing biotechnological strategies to effectively
manipulate regenerative potential, independent of genotype, would vastly improve
research in cotton functional genomics, developmental biology, breeding and trait
enhancement, and broader crop biotechnology.
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Tissue Culture and Somatic Embryogenesis in Upland Cotton
Tissue culture of upland cotton occurred as far back as the early 1970s in liquid
suspension cultures by Schenk and Hildebrandt [90] and Beasley [91], with somatic
embryos first described in the cultivar Coker 310 by Davidonis and Hamilton in 1983
[92]. Tissue culture and whole-plant regeneration became the foundation of crop
development in recent times, and with their increased importance, the challenges of
achieving genotype-independent SE in cotton have become much more apparent.
There are few low-agronomic-quality, regenerable genotypes available for use in
research and development with a few of them only being available through limiting
material transfer agreements. The most available regenerable genotypes are the Coker
lines. Coker 201, Coker 310, Coker 311, Coker 312, and Coker 315 have all been
observed for SE frequency and efficiency [92-95], and still remain the standard by which
other regenerable genotypes are compared [95, 96]. All of the Coker lines have a range of
SE from ~5-90%, have inconsistencies in performance, and take approximately 90+ days
in callus culture to achieve successful SE [92], which is an exceedingly long time for
productive varietal development or transgenic research. There are other historic, mildlyregenerable genotypes that have been observed, such as Hashem abad, Sepim [95], Jihe
321, Simian 3 [97], W10 [74], Nazilli M-503, Nazilli143 [98], and the Coker relative
Y668 [86], but none produce an embryogenic frequency above 30%. Other, more
contemporary, regenerable genotypes have made vast improvements on SE frequency,
but still remain agronomically undesirable, which requires time spent on backcrossing
with elite lines to secure transformation events in developing cultivars. The cultivars YZ1
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and Jin668 are the most regenerable genotypes available for research. These highlyregenerable genotypes consistently produce somatic embryos at frequencies well above
historical ranges ~80-100% and with less time to SE after callus induction at
approximately 70 days for ‘YZ1’ and approximately 45 days for ‘Jin668’ [86, 96].
Although ‘Jin668’ has low agronomic quality, the limited research conducted with this
genotype demonstrates that its high efficiency (~96% at ~45 days after induction) has
promise of improving cotton SE as a whole in the future.

Genetics of Somatic Embryogenesis in Upland Cotton
Although SE seems to be genotype-dependent, strong epigenetic factors
regulating SE in cotton have been reported. The genotype Jin668 was developed from
Y668 through a technique known as successive regeneration acclimation (SRA), which is
a cycle of hypocotyl tissue culture, callus induction, embryogenesis, seedling
development, whole plant regeneration, and reculturing of regenerated plant materials
[86]. The harsh in vitro environment during tissue culture primarily alters the cytosine
methylation landscape on the cotton genome [99]. The genotype-dependent state of SE in
cotton depends heavily on demethylation at key developmental transcription factors [86,
100]. Other epigenetic factors could have effects on SE as well. Chromatin conformation,
nucleosome availability, and histone modification do show regulatory action in organ and
developmental biology [101].
Small RNA regulome analyses have also been performed and showed
endogenously expressed micro RNAs (miRNA) help to post-transcriptionally regulate
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incidence of SE [18, 102, 103]. These small (~20nt), targeted sequences guide a complex
protein system called RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) via sequence homology to
negatively regulate transcribed mRNAs. Yang, et al., [103] used degradome analyses to
identified targeted regions of differentially expressed miRNAs during SE and described
the negative regulation of methyltransferase-related proteins, among others.
Aside from the investigations into the complex epigenetic and regulatory states of
active embryogenic callus, transcriptomic and QTL analyses have been performed to
clarify the genetic factors associated with successful SE. Recent transcriptomic analyses
show a wide disparity of approximately 5,000 differentially expressed genes (DEGs)
between NEC and EC in the highly-regenerable genotype Jin668. Many of the DEGs
relate to previously described SE genes in other species such as LEC, AGL, and SERK
[25]. There are two primary investigations in the literature [73, 74] on the inheritance of
SE capability and the related genomic regions. Mapping populations in both instances
were developed between the embryogenic genotype W10 and the recalcitrant genotype
Texas Marker -1 (TM1) and both QTL analyses utilized SSR markers. The selection of
TM1 as the recalcitrant parent was due to it being the cultivar chosen to build the upland
cotton reference genome [80, 104]. QTLs were identified in distal positions on linkage
groups 1, 2, and 3 explaining 14-50% of the phenotypic variation [74] and on linkage
groups 1, 5, 9, 11, 12, and 18 explaining 6-37% of the phenotypic variation [73]. Neither
of these analyses posed putative genetic factors associated with the identified regions and
no clear phenotyping strategies were established beyond recording incidence of SE in the
progeny.
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Concluding Remarks
SE is a complicated and widely varying biological process that exploits the unique
pluripotent and totipotent properties of plant cells. Each species has its own
idiosyncrasies, which make endeavors into the minutiae of SE arduous. We, on a basic
level, understand how to manipulate SE to our advantage in most major crops, but a deep
biological and genetic understanding of the process still eludes science. Efficient SE in
staple food and fiber crops would improve variety development, biological and genomic
research, and crop biotechnology. If regeneration could be triggered in a genotype either
via transgenics or classical breeding, especially for recalcitrant species like upland cotton,
we would be able to introduce transgenes directly in elite lines without having the time
constraints of backcrossing out the undesirable traits, which are typical in regenerable
varieties. Deep examination of the biochemical and genetic mechanisms of SE would
provide valuable insight into cell growth and development and would unlock untold
secrets of the plant cell.
Future research should focus on deciphering the sophisticated epigenetic and posttranscriptional regulatory mechanisms underlying SE. Methylation, chromatin
accessibility and conformation, transcription factor binding (cis/trans), promoter region
identification, and small RNA regulome analyses would elucidate a systems level
understanding of SE. The next chapter of this thesis will seek to provide a robust genetic
map of upland cotton to clarify previous QTL analyses. A use of low-pass whole genome
sequencing will create one of the most in-depth linkage maps of cotton, to date.
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CHAPTER TWO
GENETIC MAPPING OF REGENERATIVE POTENTIAL IN UPLAND COTTON
Abstract
Although there have been studies conducted on the genetic factors of somatic
embryogenesis in upland cotton, none so far have identified candidate genes or
biochemical factors which regulate somatic embryo formation and development. This
investigation sought to utilize both morphological and embryogenic traits paired with
low-pass whole-genome sequencing to robustly map key somatic embryogenesis genetic
elements in the cotton genome. The identified quantitative trait loci associated with
variation in regenerative potential in a biparental mapping population were biased to the
D subgenome on chromosomes D07 and D09. Several candidate genes were identified
including a fatty acid omega-hydroxylase, a MYB domain containing transcription factor,
an AP2 domain containing transcription factor, and several unannotated genes on the
chromosome D07, as well as a sulfite oxidase gene and another unannotated gene on the
chromosome D09.

Introduction
With more than 20 million 480lb bales of lint produced in the United States every
year, alone [1], upland cotton (G. hirsutum L.) (2n=4x=52) [2] stands as the primary fiber
crop utilized in today’s markets. A vast majority of the planted acreage is sown with
transgenic varieties [3], but efficient and productive biotechnological advancement is
hampered by cotton’s relative inability to regenerate whole plants, in vitro. Most crop
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species, and especially cotton, are recalcitrant to somatic embryogenesis (SE). Stable and
genotype-independent SE in staple crops is a primary goal of biotechnological research
and development.
SE is a sophisticated cascade of cellular processes that lead to the production of
asexual embryos from somatic cells. Totipotency, or the ability of a cell to develop into a
whole plant, and pluripotency, or the ability of a cell to develop into different tissue and
organ systems, are the fundamental properties of plant cells which are exploited
Embryogenesis can occur from excised plant materials with (indirect SE) or without
(direct SE) transdifferentiation through a callus tissue stage [4], and in cases, naturally
[5], as in multiple species in the genus Kalanchoë (Mother of Millions) [6] and in
polyembryony [7-9]. In cotton, SE predominantly follows the indirect embryogenic path,
through callus accumulation and transdifferentiation [10].
There are several regenerable cotton genotypes [10-17], however, these genotypes
have poor agronomical properties and require extensive backcrossing and trait
introgression following successful genetic transformation events and regeneration to
move the genetic modification into commercial germplasm [18]. Furthermore, the
majority, while relatively regenerable compared to other cotton varieties, have paltry
embryogenic rates (<80%) and take a prohibitive number of days post-tissue culture
(DPTC) to produce somatic embryos (>70 days to over a year). The genotypes in the
literature with the most regenerative potential, to date, are YZ1 [19] and Jin668 [12] with
high embryo formation frequencies (>95%), with Jin668 producing somatic embryos
reliably at just 45 DPTC.
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Several transcription factors, which have a biological function in seedling and
organ development, have been identified in monocot species, that when ectopically
expressed, increase the rates of regeneration and the viability of somatic embryos [20, 21]
and in some cases increase the rate of SE to ~440-fold, as seen in sugarcane (Saccharum
officinarum L.) [22, 23]. However, the successful monocot genes such as BABYBOOM
(BBM) and WUSCHEL (WUS) have negligible or deleterious effects on the efficiency of
SE in dicot species [24, 25]. Ectopic expression of WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEBOX
(WOX) has been successful in both monocots [21] and dicots [26, 27], but extensive
transcriptomic analyses in A. thaliana, castor aralia (Kalopanax septemlobus (Thunb. ex
A.Murr.) Koidz.), Eucalyptus spp., and cotton suggest that there are approximately 5,000
transcription factors involved, measured as differentially expressed genes (DEGs),
affecting SE in dicots, such as LEAFY COTYLEDON (LEC), AGAMOUS-LIKE (AGL),
and BOLITA (BOL) [28-31]. While there have been indicative quantitative trait loci
(QTL) analyses in cotton for SE capabilities [32, 33], these analyses were conducted
using low-density SSR markers and provided no putative genes or gene functions
elucidating the primary genetic factors in cotton. The identified regions contributing to
SE variation were located on linkage groups 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 12, and 18, each explaining
up to 50% of the observed trait variance.
Although there are genetic components contributing to regenerative potential, the
examinations of the epigenetic regulatory factors suggest robust functional control over a
genotypes ability to produce somatic embryos. Published work indicates that methylation
is a primary method of gene expression regulation in recalcitrant genotypes [34, 35]. The
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highly regenerable genotype Jin668 was developed through successive regeneration
acclimation, through which the poorly regenerable genotype Y668 was cyclically
explanted, induced for callus formation and embryogenesis, regenerated, grown to whole
plant, self-pollinated, germinated, and explanted back to tissue culture. The harsh in vitro
microenvironment and iterative tissue culturing permanently reduced the methylation
patterns on key transcription factors. This successive regeneration acclimation process
reduced the amount of time to SE and greatly increased the regeneration rate from 3-5%
to approximately 95% [12].
Despite strong indications that SE is regulated via multiple tiers of epigenetic
factors, we hypothesize that regenerative potential is under genetic control, is heritable
and could be triggered or introgressed into elite cotton genotypes. The goals of this
research were to: 1) demonstrate the heritability of regenerative potential through
classical breeding techniques, 2) evaluate phenotyping strategies for regenerative
potential 3) construct a genetic recombination map, localize QTLs, and establish a
possible gene or set of genes driving rapid and reliable development of somatic embryos,
and 4) to provide a foundation for future genetic and biotechnological investigations in
cotton.

Materials and Methods
Plant Materials and Population Development
The mapping population examined herein was derived from a cross, made at
Clemson University (Clemson, SC, USA) between ‘Jin668’ (‘Jin’), chosen for its
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extraordinarily high rate of somatic embryogenesis and regenerative potential, and the
recalcitrant genotype ‘Texas Marker-1’ (‘TM1’), chosen because of its agronomic
performance and the availability of the reference genome sequence [2]. The F1 hybridity
was verified using a Kompetitive allele specific PCR (KASP) assay. The verified F1 seed
were then sent to the Cotton Winter Nursery (CWN) (Cañas Dulces, Guanacaste, Costa
Rica) for population advancement to F2:3. Ninety-two F2:3 progenies were chosen at
random, approximately 3-7 seed each, from twenty unique, single-plant-derived
collections for observation and analysis.

Seed Treatment, Tissue Culture, and Callus Induction
The selected F2:3 seed were delinted and treated with fungicide at the CWN. A
5min wash in 70% ethanol, with vigorous shaking, was used to remove the fungicidal
treatment and to begin the process of sterilization. The ethanol was decanted, and the
seeds were bathed in a 15% bleach solution for 15min. The bleach solution was decanted,
and seeds were then successively washed thrice in autoclaved deionized water. The seeds
were then sown onto half-strength MS medium [36] (2.16 g/L MS basal salts) containing
15 g/L glucose and 2.6 g/L Phytagel (SigmaAldritch). The germination media was
brought to a pH of 6.1-6.2 and aliquoted into jars. Seeds were etiolated at room
temperature for 10-14 days until a long hypocotyl was formed. Ten explants were excised
from the extended, juvenile hypocotyl and placed onto full-strength MS medium (4.33
g/L MS basal salts) containing 30 g/L glucose, 1 g/L MgCl2(H2O)6, 100 mg/L
myoinositol, 100 μg/L 2,4-D, 100 μg/L kinetin, 10 mg/L thiamine, 1 mg/L nicotinic acid,
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1 mg/L pyridoxine, 2 mg/L L-glycine, and 2.6 g/L Phytagel. The media is brought to a
pH of 5.85-5.95, autoclaved, and aliquoted into deep petri dishes. The explants were kept
in the dark at 28 oC for 21 days, after which the plates were moved into low-light
conditions at 28 oC for the remainder of the experiment. Plates were subcultured every 30
days throughout the experiment.

Tissue Collection and Genotyping
During tissue culturing, the etiolated cotyledons were collected and lyophilized at
approximately -40 oC and with a vacuum of -0.5 mbar for 72hrs. The lyophilized
cotyledons were then pulverized using a 2010 Geno/Grinder tissue homogenizer (SPEX,
Metuchen, NJ, USA). DNA was extracted using a modified CTAB protocol [37] and
stored in a 0.1 M Tris-0.05M EDTA-1:1000 RNase suspension buffer. DNA samples
were sent to HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology (Huntsville, AL, USA) for lowpass (2-4X coverage) whole genome sequencing.

Phenotyping Strategies
Morphological phenotypes were collected in attempt to uncover a visual predictor
for regenerative potential. The parental genotypes, Jin668 and TM1, have starkly
contrasting morphologies. Callus tissue density was the first phenotype explored in both
parents. The callus density differentials between the parental materials were physically
observed using a SkyScan 1176 micro-CT scanner (Bruker Scientific, Billerica, MA,
USA).
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In addition, there are observable differences in callus color, texture, and growth
rate between the two parental genotypes. Callus color was measured with a subjective 7point scale ranging from 0 to 6 (Figure 2.1), with 1 being TM1-like or lighter in
coloration and 5 being Jin-like or darker in coloration. Callus texture and firmness was
measured using a Fruit Firmness Tester (TR Turoni Srl, Forli, Italy). The scale of the
firmness tester ranges from 0-100 with 0 being the softest. Destructive firmness testing
was performed on 5 of the 10 cultured callus at 30 days after explant culture. A
measurement was taken at each end as well as one in the middle of each callus.

Figure 2.1: 7-point color spectrum for subjective color analysis of cotton callus

To track the growth and progression of callus formation and possible SE in the
progeny, every 15 days the plates were imaged using an iPad Pro (Apple, Inc., Los Altos,
CA, USA) from a height of 14 cm and scanned using an Epson Perfection v500 scanner
(Suwa, Nagano, Japan). The scan images were used to measure the 2-dimensional growth
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rate of each progeny using the region of interest calculator from ImageJ 2 Fiji version
1.53f51 [38] with a scale set to 119.5 px/cm. The growth rate was averaged from three
calli per progeny, with area measured at each 15-day increment.
Correlation analyses were conducted to assess the efficacy of using morphological
traits to predict embryogenic capability. Pearson linear regression, two and three
parameter logistic modeling, polynomial, and partitioning trees were all attempted to
correlate morphological phenotypes with embryogenic traits using JMP Pro 16 (SAS,
Cary, NC).
SE traits were also recorded as direct trait phenotypes. A binary trait of incidence,
how many days after explant culture it took for a progeny to produce globular embryos,
and the frequency of embryogenic callus out of the remaining 5 explants after the
destructive firmness testing. The observations of days to SE were binned using a 4-point
scale where bin 1 = <50 days, bin 2 = 50-70 days, bin 3 = >70 days, and bin 4 =
recalcitrant.

Genotyping, SNP Calling, and Linkage Map Construction
Genomic DNA was sent to HudsonAlpha for low-pass (4-6x) coverage. Reads
were trimmed of adaptors and barcodes using Trimmomatic v 0.39 [39], trim quality
control was measured using FastQC [40]. The parental genotypes were derived from
deep-coverage Illumina PCR-free genotyping pipelines. The ‘Jin668’ reads were
sequenced from extracted high molecular weight genomic DNA and the ‘TM1’
sequences were obtained from NCBI GenBank (SRR7910055). The newly synthesized
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version 3 of the ‘TM1’ reference genome was used for reference indexing and sequence
alignment. Alignment and indexing was completed using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner
(BWA) algorithm bwtsw for large genomes [41] SAMs (Sequence Alignment/Map) were
indexed using samtools [42]. Indexed reads were then marked for read depths and
filtered for duplicates, no-hit reads, and disconcordant reads.
VarScan2 [43] was used to call single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and
further filter reads. For the parental genotypes, filtering included masking for repetitive
reads, filtering for heterozygous loci, monomorphic loci, reads with a depth of less than
20x, minimum average read quality of 20 in both parents, and markers which were called
as the variant allele in the reference parent (‘TM1’). Following the parental filtering a
total of 100,615 SNP markers remained for masking onto the cohort.
Cohort masking retained 54,593 SNPs, which were then filtered for an overall
missingness of 0.7, a minimum coverage of 4x, and a minimum average quality of 15.
These filters reduced the number of markers to 1,655 high-quality SNPs. Following the
hard filtering of the cohort SNPs, the marker genotypes were imputed using Beagle [44].
The imputed 1,655 markers were used in linkage map construction using JoinMap
5 [45]. Linkage groups were constructed from groupings tree nodes containing the
highest number of markers with highest LOD score above a threshold of 3. This added an
additional filtering step for markers that did not fall within a linkage group, which
reduced the number of high-quality SNPs to 1,509 for final map construction. The
cumulative map distances were calculated using the Kosambi mapping function, which
assumes crossover interference during meiosis [46].
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QTL Analysis
Of the observed traits, only the embryogenic phenotypes were analyzed for QTL
due to the lack of statistical correlation between the morphological traits and
embryogenic traits. QTL analysis was performed using MapQTL 6 [47]. An LOD
threshold was established for each trait using the permutation function performing 1000
permutations. The LOD thresholds for binary incidence, frequency of SE, and days to SE
were 4.8, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively. Initial QTL cofactors were identified using a linear
model through the Interval Mapping functions above the LOD thresholds established
from the permutation tests. The identified QTLs from interval mapping were used in a
Multiple QTL Mapping (MQM) mixed model analysis to establish further QTLs. Only
one iteration of MQM was needed to establish QTL intervals and there were no new
QTLs following the MQM.

Results
Morphological Phenotyping
The examinations of callus density, using microCT, in the parents yielded
valuable insight into the internal callus structure of each of the parental genotypes,
however, the tissue density calculation parameters could not effectively measure
difference in callus tissue density. The software for measuring tissue density was
designed to measure harder tissues such as bone and cartilage. With callus tissue being
nearly all water, the quantitative measurement differences were negligible between the
parental genotypes. The CT scans did elucidate internal structural differences such as
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large air-filled cavities that are formed in the less dense ‘Jin668’ callus as compared to
the dense, chalky callus of TM1 (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: MicroCT scan X-ray images of the parental materials ‘Jin668’ and ‘TM1’ showing the cellular
density differences between the two parents.

The probable identification of correlating morphological features was attempted,
but the morphological traits did not have robust correlation to any of the observed
embryogenic traits. The highest reported correlation was between callus color and
frequency of SE at approximately 0.45 using a linear model. Despite having a clear
demarcation between the 2-dimensional growth rates of the parents at approximately
twice Jin668 with TM1 (Figure 2.3), the phenotypic segregation in the progeny did not
correlate strongly, approximately 0.1, with the embryogenic traits. Callus firmness was
the weakest of the morphological traits observed throughout, with a correlation measured
at approximately 0.06.
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Figure 2.3: Plot showing the differing growth rates between the two parental genotypes. ‘TM1’ (orange)
has a 2-dimensional growth rate, in cm2/15 days, twice that of ‘Jin668’ (purple).

Embryogenic Phenotyping
The three embryogenic traits examined, frequency of SE, days to SE from tissue
culture, and the binary trait of regenerable or recalcitrant, show that there is a heritable
component to SE in cotton. With 23 of the 92 progenies producing somatic embryos
within the 75 days, it is clear that regenerative potential is heritable. The average
observed embryogenic frequency for each parent was 0.95 and 0 for ‘Jin668’ and ‘TM1’,
respectively. The average embryogenic frequency of the regenerative progeny was
approximately 0.71 and ranged from 0.4 to 1. Seven progenies exceeded the expected
embryogenic frequency average of ‘Jin668’ with a frequency of 1. Transgressive
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segregants were also observed in two progenies that produced embryos at 40 and 43
DPTC before the average days to SE for ‘Jin668’ at 45 DPTC. Five other progenies
produced somatic embryos in less the 50 DPTC. Progeny from the bulked seed from the
plant numbered 10024 were the most regenerable of the cohort with all accessions
producing somatic embryos and one being a transgressive segregant, producing embryos
at 43 DPTC with a frequency of 1, and all progenies in this group having an embryogenic
frequency greater than 0.6. The days to SE within the 23 embryogenic progenies ranged
from 43 to 88 DPTC with an average of 58 days. Figure 2.4 shows the groupings of
phenotypes among the progenies and the parental genotypes.

Figure 2.4: A jitter plot showing the incidence of somatic embryogenesis (left axis: as regenerable or
recalcitrant), frequency of somatic embryogenesis on regenerable genotypes (x axis: as proportion of calli
that produced embryos), and days after culturing to somatic embryo formation (color: as bins).
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Linkage Mapping
The constructed linkage map (Appendix C) was built using 1509 high-quality
SNPs. The distribution of marker density on the 26 pseudochromosomes ranged from 5
on linkage group D08 to 213 on linkage group A08 with a median marker density of 47
per linkage group, with an average map distance between two markers of 2.282 cM. Of
the 1509 high-quality SNPs, 1,462 unique markers were identified, and 770 markers
favored the ‘TM1’ alleles and 450 favored ‘Jin668’ alleles. Of the 1655 finalized markers
before map construction, 44 showed extreme segregation distortion with allele
frequencies ratio of greater than 0.9:0.1 or 0.1:0.9. Table 2.1 delineates the marker
density per linkage group and the map distances in cM. The full linkage map spans
3444.16 cM with an average linkage group map distance of 132.4677 cM. The threshold
for marker grouping for linkage map construction was an LOD of 3. The LOD scores for
the construction of each linkage group ranged from 3-9.

Table 2.1: Marker numbers, densities (markers/cM), and map distances for each linkage group
Linkage Group Marker Number Marker Density Kosambi Map Distance Linkage Group Marker Number Marker Density
A01
36
0.199991112
180.008
D01
52
0.24835465
A02
92
0.725603552
126.791
D02
114
0.739933017
A03
63
0.391423477
160.951
D03
52
0.468198516
A04
7
0.21760756
32.168
D04
22
0.257487623
A05
33
0.272068462
121.293
D05
46
0.28543417
A06
18
0.349304302
51.531
D06
36
0.288699808
A07
28
0.186616902
150.04
D07
49
0.342856343
A08
213
0.946006564
225.157
D08
5
0.189890243
A09
36
0.295663601
121.76
D09
179
0.938642168
A10
67
0.356180259
188.107
D10
48
0.502633591
A11
32
0.495954868
64.522
D11
70
0.318926948
A12
63
0.384240059
163.96
D12
30
0.279103519
A13
74
0.591981057
125.004
D13
44
0.420477242
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Kosambi Map Distance
209.378
154.068
111.064
85.441
161.158
124.697
142.917
26.331
190.701
95.497
219.486
107.487
104.643

Embryogenic Trait Loci and Candidate Gene Identification
Statistical analysis of the linkage groups with the embryogenic phenotypes
identified a total of 20 QTL across two chromosomes, biased to the D subgenome,
associated directly with five candidate genes. The QTL interval on chromosome D07
spans a region of 1.9 Mb which contains 135 earlier identified genes. The QTL interval
on chromosome D09 spans a total region 14.6 Mb which encompasses 82 earlier
identified genes. The putative genes associated with the identified QTL have some
interesting characteristics with regards to both their functions and their relative
differential expression in both NEC and EC. There were no major or disproportionate
allelic influences observed amongst the QTLs.

Table 2.2: Table of all QTL associated with candidate genes with pertinant function to
somatic embryogenesis
Marker
Gene ID
Chromosome
Gene Name
55551139 Gohir.D07G216600.1
D07
Fatty acid omega-hydroxylase (CYP94A1)
55809265 Gohir.D07G218500.1
D07
AP2 domain (AP2)
57167944 Gohir.D07G226150.1
D07
Unannotated
57439924 Gohir.D07G228500.1
D07
Unannotated
57448224 Gohir.D07G228600.1
D07
MYB domain protein 100-related
12283092 Gohir.D09G036700.1
D09
Sulfite oxidase
24966408 Gohir.D09G048150.1
D09
Unannotated

Table 2.2 lists all QTL and their associated genic regions. For all three
embryogenic traits, the same terminal region of linkage group D07, containing six
markers, was identified. Of these six markers, D07_ 55551139, D07_ 57167944, and
D07_ 57439924 are located within genes. Two of the genes are unannotated
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(Gohir.D07G226150.1, Gohir.D07G228500.1), but D07_ 55551139 is located within an
exon of cytochrome CYP94A1 medium length fatty acid omega-hydroxylase
(Gohir.D07G216600.1). Marker D07_ 55809265 is located between two head-to-head
oriented genes and is approximately 5 kb upstream of the AP2 domain containing gene
Gohir.D07G218400.1 and approximately 7 kb upstream of the AP2 domain containing
gene Gohir.D07G218500.1 in both synthesis directions. Finally, marker D07_ 57448224
is located approximately 11 kb upstream of a MYB DNA-binding transcription factor
(Gohir.D07G228600.1). The D07 terminal region accounted for approximately 29-38%
of the phenotypic variation for all three traits.
Of the six markers identified in the QTL region for the binary
recalcitrant/regenerable trait, marker D07_57439924, located in the unannotated gene
Gohir.D07G228500.1, provided the highest percent of variation explained at 37.9%
followed by marker D07_55524807 in a non-genic region, D07_57167944 in the
unannotated gene Gohir.D07G226150.1, D07_55809265 located between the head-tohead oriented AP2 domain containing proteins, D07_55551139 located within the fatty
acid omega-hydroxylase, and D07_57448224 associated with the MYB domain
containing protein at 36.4%, 36.2%, 36.1%, 35.9%, and 34.7% explained, respectively.
For the days to SE trait, the highest percent explained of the six markers was for
marker D07_55524807 located in a non-genic region at 33.6% followed by
D07_55551139 located within the fatty acid omega-hydroxylase, D07_55809265 located
between the AP2 domain containing proteins, D07_57439924 located within the
unannotated gene Gohir.D07G228500.1, D07_57167944 located within the unannotated
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gene Gohir.D07G226150.1, and D07_57448224 associated with the MYB domain
containing protein at 32.8%, 32.5%, 32.2%, 30.8%, and 29.4% explained, respectively.
For embryogenic frequency, the marker with the highest percent explained, at
35.5%, was D07_57439924 located in the unannotated gene Gohir.D07G228500.1
followed by, D07_57167944 located within the unannotated gene Gohir.D07G226150.1,
D07_55524807 located within a non-genic region, D07_55551139 located within the
fatty acid omega-hydroxylase, D07_57448224 associated with the MYB domain
containing protein, and D07_55809265 associated with the two AP2 domain containing
proteins at 34%, 33.7%, 32.8%, 32.5%, and 32.4% explained, respectively. Figure 2.5
shows the QTL LOD graph of the linkage group D07 as well as the highlighted location
of the identified markers within the constructed D07 linkage group.
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Figure 2.5: a) Physical locations of QTLs on their respective linkage groups and b and c) LOD graph
signals of identified QTL regions for the frequency of somatic embryogenesis trait. The identified positions
at the terminus of D07 are ubiquitous in all three somatic embryogenesis traits and have the same graphical
signature. The graph of D09 is unique to the frequency trait and shows multiple QTL regions.

Of the markers that were identified within genic regions, most were associated
with nonsynonymous or critical mutations in ‘Jin668’ that could play a role in either the
expression or functionality of the identified proteins. Marker D07_57439924, located in
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the unannotated gene (Gohir.D07G228500.1), is located approximately 150 bp
downstream from a 6 bp deletion, in ‘Jin668’, in the 5’ untranslated region (UTR).
Marker D07_57167944 is located within the largest exon of another unannotated region
(Gohir.D07G226150.1). This SNP causes a base substitution from G to C in ‘Jin668’,
resulting in a nonsynonymous mutation from arginine to proline. Marker D07_55551139,
located in an exon of the CYP94A1 fatty acid omega-hydroxylase gene
(Gohir.D07G216600.1), resulted in a substitution of T to A causing a nonsynonymous
mutation from leucine to glutamine in ‘Jin668’.
In addition to the identified region on linkage group D07, the embryogenic
frequency trait also produced QTLs on the linkage group D09. Fourteen markers were
identified over a large region. Only two markers, D09_ 12283092 and D09_ 24966408
were located in genes (Gohir.D09G036700.1, Gohir.D09G048150.1). Marker D09_
12283092 (25.5% explained variation) is located in a large intronic region of the sulfite
oxidase gene (Gohir.D09G036700.1). Marker D09_ 24966408 (23% explained of the
variation) is located in the 3’ UTR of an unannotated gene (Gohir.D09G048150.1), 15 bp
downstream from a probable nonsense mutation at a SNP site with heterogenous read
quality, most likely filtered during SNP calling, that substitutes C for T, resulting in a
mutation from a stop codon to tryptophan. Figure 2.5 shows the highlighted locations of
the identified markers on the constructed D09 linkage group, as well as the LOD graph
associated with the QTLs.
A previous study conducted in the Saski Lab at Clemson University [30]
measured the relative transcriptomic expression between NEC and EC in ‘Jin668’ and
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‘Coker 312’. Relative expression levels for the genes associated with QTLs from this
analysis are shown in Figure 2.6. In several of the associated genes, expression levels
were greatly differential between NEC and EC or between ‘Jin668’ and ‘Coker 312’.
Several of the identified putative causal genes have differential RNA expression profiles
in NEC and EC. The CYP94A1 fatty acid omega-hydroxylase (Gohir.D07G216600.1) is
highly upregulated in ‘Jin668’ in both NEC and EC and lowly expressed in ‘Coker 312’.
One of the AP2 genes (Gohir.D07G218500.1) is slightly upregulated in ‘Jin668’ EC and
negligibly expressed in ‘Jin668’ NEC and ‘Coker 312’. The unannotated gene
(Gohir.D07G226150.1), containing the nonsynonymous mutation of arginine to proline,
is not expressed in ‘Jin668’ and is highly upregulated in ‘Coker 312’. The MYB
transcription factor (Gohir.D07G228600.1) is highly upregulated in ‘Jin668’ EC; nearly a
factor of 10 when compared with the EC of ‘Coker 312’. The relative expression profile
for the sulfite oxidase gene (Gohir.D09G036700.1) is not highly differential, but the
expression levels in ‘Jin668’ NEC and EC were lower than that of ‘Coker 312’ and the
expression level was lower in EC than NEC overall.
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Figure 2.6: Heatmap showing relative differential RNA expression of identified candidate genes in nonembryogenic callus (NEC) and embryogenic callus (EC) of ‘Jin668’ and ‘Coker 312’.

Discussion
Callus morphological characters which correlate with SE, other than true embryo
formation, are underdeveloped. In this study, even though the morphological traits did
not produce any viable, predictable phenotypes which correlate with SE traits, these
measurements still provided insight into the morphological diversity of cotton callus. The
‘Jin668’ genotype exhibited a slower callus growth rate, softer NEC callus texture, lower
callus friability, and a darker callus color when compared to ‘TM1’. However, the
dissimilarity seems to be more complex than just a few morphological traits can predict.
In these experiments. plate contamination with bacteria and/or fungi played a major role
in many of the morphological trait assessments. In some cases, contaminated plates were
subcultured earlier or more often than others, which in turn could have contributed to a
faster growth rate. Additionally, bacterial and fungal contamination could have
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compromised calli on each plate, which would reduce the statistical power of the
averaged observations on those plates. Fungal and bacterial contamination also reduced
calli nutrient availability and could have a negative impact on growth rate and callus
firmness.
Of the embryogenic traits, the binary regenerable or recalcitrant trait seems to
stand out, most prominently, as all progenies which scored as regenerable for this trait
also contained quantitative phenotypic variation for the days to SE and embryogenic
frequency traits, being that the progenies who were scored as regenerable had phenotypic
variation when compared to the recalcitrant progenies. This subsequently produced the
same terminal D07 QTL for all three traits, in addition to the D09 QTL associated with
embryogenic frequency trait. The QTL associated with embryogenic frequency on D09
produced an odd signature in the LOD graphs (Figure 2.5) and this could be due to the
limitations of the data themselves. Because only 5 calli, at most, were retained for the
embryogenic frequency trait observation, this limited the data to bins of fifths in
proportions of calli that produced embryos. A larger sample size per plate would have
improved the data provided from this observation and possibly would have improved the
QTL signatures associated with the trait. When compared with other embryogenesis QTL
in various species, this is the first use of days to SE as a viable phenotype [32, 48-51].
Possible non-Mendelian factors could be playing a role in the inheritance of these
traits. Epistasis, codominance, epigenetics, RNA silencing factors, as well as cis and
trans regulatory elements could have effects on the expression and trait distribution
presented herein. Although the cultivar TM1 is recalcitrant, it does contribute to
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regenerative potential. If there were simple dominance present in the alleles of TM1,
regenerative potential would not have been observed in the progenies. This further
suggests that even recalcitrant genotypes could contain the genetic and molecular
infrastructure for somatic embryogenesis.
Chromosomal inversions have occurred within the upland and pima cotton
genomes through polyploidization and domestication [2, 52, 53]. The sophisticated in
vitro microenvironment and steep selective pressures imposed by the SRA to create the
cultivar Jin668 [12] could have caused, albeit smaller scale, chromosomal inversions and
recombination that could contribute to its high regenerative potential. These hypothetical
chromosomal inversions could have contributed the 44 markers which exhibited severe
segregation distortion.
The density of robust SNP markers distributed throughout the genome is crucial
for accurate linkage map construction. Robust markers are markers that are homozygous
polymorphic between the two parents with high confidence. The parental marker was
determined with high confidence with deep-coverage whole-genome sequence data
(>20x). The progenies were genotyped using skim sequencing and a consideration with
this approach is that the potential for marker saturation exists, with a tradeoff being some
inaccuracies when calling heterozygotes in regions where coverage dips below 4x. In any
case, we performed rigorous marker filters to reduce this error in the progeny which
resulted in a highly confident marker set for linkage analysis. This approach offers large
advances in map robustness when compared to microarrays or RADseq genotyping
approaches.
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Although the resolution provided by the smaller mapping population may be
lower, the confidence in the attained marker panel is high. The accuracy of mapping
using whole-genome sequencing in cotton is superior, not only due to the captured
alignment synteny, but also through the quality, contiguity, and completeness of the TM1
cotton reference genome. There is approximately 80% homology between the A and D
subgenomes in upland cotton [2]. SNP microarray technologies utilized in more recent
publications rely on homoeologous SNPs to differentiate between subgenomes, but with
the increased macro- and microscale synteny and collinearity between the subgenomes,
regions and sequences could be conflated and/or misaligned. The whole-genome
sequencing approach provides a higher degree of alignment and linkage grouping
confidence.
The TM1 sequences obtained within the population panel and from SRR7910055
demonstrated the internal heterozygosity naturally present in polyploid species. Because
each of these DNA samples were collected from different seed sources, reads and SNPs
that were not homogenous with the ‘TM1’ reference genome were filtered out to
minimize any discrepancy in mapped reads. The linkage map construction resulted in the
expected 26 linkage groups representing 13 A/D subgenome chromosomes each. The size
of the map, presented herein, is similar to previously published linkage maps for upland
cotton [32, 54], with higher reported average marker density and less average distance
between each marker.
A gene, CYP94A1 fatty acid omega-hydroxylase, has function in medium-length
fatty acid metabolism and is also activated and aids in the metabolism of herbicides and
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auxins [55] and in the anabolism of cutin [56]. Not only is this enzyme observed as
upregulated in the embryonic tissues of developing seedlings in vivo, 2,4-D, a common
synthetic auxin media additive, activates the transcription and translation of this gene, in
vitro [55, 57]. There is a reported 10-fold increase of expression in ‘Jin668’ callus, as
compared to ‘Coker 312’, suggesting that it may have some function in increasing
regenerative potential ‘Jin668’ [58, 59]. The nonsynonymous mutation observed at the
errant arginine to proline residue change caused by the SNP D07_ 55551139, may also
play a role in the ability of ‘Jin668’ to metabolize synthetic media additives, which could
be the contributing factor to the role of this gene in somatic regeneration.
MYB transcription factors have been identified as differentially expressed genes
in multiple transcriptomic analyses in Arabidopsis [28], cotton [30], and maize [60].
These studies have reported MYB domain containing transcription factors are
upregulated during SE from various explant sources. MYB transcription factor
(Gohir.D07G228600.1) which is 11 kb downstream from marker D07_ 57448224, has a
5-fold upregulation in ‘Jin668’ NEC and a 10-fold upregulation in ‘Jin668’ EC, when
compared to ‘Coker 312’. This transcription factor could play a major role in the high
efficiency of regenerative potential associated with ‘Jin668’ and function as a master
regulator of other genes critical to SE. In addition, MYB transcription factors,
APETALA2 (AP2) transcription factors have also been shown to be upregulated in EC in
various species [28, 30, 31, 60]. In this study, marker D07_ 55809265 was associated
with two AP2 domain containing genes that could play a role in a functional increase in
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SE in ‘Jin668’. The gene Gohir.D07G218500.1 was minimally upregulated in ‘Jin668’
EC and was not expressed in ‘Jin668’ NEC or in the NEC or EC of ‘Coker 312’.
Roles of sulfite oxidases and sulfur metabolism in SE are demonstrated in the
literature. One study suggests that rapid sulfite and sulfate depletion in media decreases
the production of somatic embryos in Theobroma cacao L. [61]. An additional study
investigated small RNAs (microRNA) in longan fruit somatic embryogenesis and showed
that several microRNA oligos regulated the transcription of sulfite oxidases in EC, which
suggests that sulfur metabolism may play a role in efficient SE. The identified region
associated with Gohir.D09G036700.1 sulfite oxidase could indicate that sulfur
metabolism plays a role in embryogenic frequency in cotton as well. The expression
levels for this gene were underregulated in NEC and EC in ‘Jin668’, when compared to
‘Coker 312’, and underregulated in EC when compared to NEC. The lower rates of
sulfite oxidase transcription and translation in ‘Jin668’ could decrease the depletion of
sulfur anions in the media and keep levels at a functional level for a longer duration.
Future investigations into the genetic architecture of SE in cotton should include
not only transcriptomic and regulomic analyses, but also sulfur and auxin metabolomic
analyses. An attempt to understand the expression profile of mature ‘TM1’ callus, as well
as investigations into the microRNA and smallRNA transcriptional regulatory elements
should also be performed. It is established in the literature that methylation and
epigenetic factors play a significant role in SE efficiency [12, 34, 62, 63], but cottonspecific bisulfite sequencing and chromatin conformation studies should be performed to
establish a basis for understanding epigenetic regulation of SE in cotton. Six hundred F2:3
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seed were sent to the CWN for recombinant inbred line (RIL) population advancement to
F6. A larger mapping population, as well as an examination of the reciprocal cross,
should be derived from this subset for further, more-refined QTL identification and
elucidation of the underlying inheritance pathways. Protein function, structure, and genic
association of the MYB and AP2 transcription factors should be examined in further
studies as well. The MYB seems to be a strong candidate for functional control of early
SE in cotton.
This analysis demonstrated that SE and regenerative potential is heritable and is
under the control of several major QTLs that identified large genic regions containing
over 140 probable candidate genes. A deeper understanding of genotype-independent SE
in cotton is on the horizon. Efficient regenerative potential can be bred into recalcitrant
genotypes, and effective transformation pathways for key genetic factors could change
the outlook of SE in highly unregenerable lines.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONCLUSIONS
Upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) is a fascinating and critically important
staple crop. Upland cotton was domesticated for its lint traits, which now provides fiber
that clothes the world. Cotton improvement and large gains are limited with conventional
breeding, and true biotechnological advancement holds the promise for security of
cotton’s future in the world. However, current limitations imposed by genotypic
recalcitrance to somatic embryogenesis (SE) limit the productivity and efficiency of
developmental, translational, and evolutionary biology of this species.
Various studies have investigated SE and have resulted in an understanding that
there is a genetic component to SE in cotton, but limitations prevented the identification
of causal genes. The work presented here shows that regenerative potential is heritable
through conventional breeding techniques and that there is a foundation for future
gene/biochemical functional analyses to advance science and biotechnology one step
closer to genotype-independent somatic embryogenesis. Possible non-Mendelian factors
could be playing a role in the inheritance of these traits. Epistasis, codominance,
epigenetics, RNA silencing factors, as well as cis and trans regulatory elements could
have effects on the expression and trait distribution presented herein.
Phenotyping methods evaluated from the literature and morphological data did
not result in any correlation with regenerative potential. However, 25% of the segregating
progeny did form embryo structures and a binary scoring system was used. Wholegenome skim sequencing of segregating progeny coupled with deep coverage parental
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sequencing facilitated robust marker identification and a high-confidence genetic map
with discrete QTL contributing to the efficiency of somatic embryo development in the
most efficient regenerable genotype available to research communities. Dissection of the
QTL intervals identified a total of seven genes on two chromosomes with broad functions
categorized as environmental stress responses, nutrient assimilation, and transcription
factor regulation. All QTLs were localized on the D subgenome, indicating a bias and
suggesting that regenerative potential may be derived from the diploid progenitor species
G. raimondii.
The vision for this research is that it provides a solid foundation upon which
future investigations and experiments can be built. Biotechnology and broader
developmental sciences can benefit from a deeper understanding of SE.
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8_60737256
8_61487640
8_75714723
8_11768147
8_34032071
8_33068441
8_59940571
8_37652464
8_29775623
8_37413560
8_90599326
8_45905761

456.4

8_52746802 8_52746804

461.7
464.3
465.0

8_9842520
8_9831577
8_9831587

470.3
472.1
473.9
475.7
477.5
480.0

8_93265474
8_93411896
8_61341616
8_39825799
8_93261164
8_24592622

487.5

8_38759806

492.0

8_37225723

496.9
499.8

8_73484829
8_73484894

503.1

8_73484706

A08 [6]

507.6

8_67931801

511.4

8_24592532

515.5

8_53387495

520.0
521.4

8_88029191
8_88029257

525.1

8_69241261

529.2

8_31203507

533.3
536.6
538.4
539.4
541.2

8_66358249
8_29775492
8_29219002
8_65561844
8_86856671

545.3
548.2
551.5
554.5
556.3
558.0
561.3
563.5
566.8
569.7
571.9
574.1
576.2
577.6
579.8
582.3
585.6

8_49768167
8_40916254
8_45905044
8_41891254
8_84793110
8_64683714
8_71858414
8_71858410
8_70017188
8_55749122
8_55749580
8_54556282
8_91404294
8_28428274
8_23218434
8_65374845
8_42112106

588.9

8_29765831

593.4
596.3

8_103454773
8_103492997

605.2

8_105059331

A08 [7]

615.4

8_111201799

618.7

8_111036828

631.5

8_117383074

638.5

8_118972241

642.6

8_117986348

647.1

8_117442051

651.6

8_117345940

657.8

8_117982171

663.5

8_118097490

668.4

8_118948423

674.6

8_119247717

680.4

8_119325247

686.6

8_119843704

704.0

8_122008586

A08 [8]

711.4

8_123254876

722.6

8_123821582

782.2
784.4

8_2327738
8_2327203

799.4

8_1729460

A08 [9]

810.8

8_644178

A10 [1]

A09

0.0
4.5
5.2
9.3
13.0
16.3
18.4
21.3
24.3
25.0

9_75290750
9_74295330
9_74295366
9_74546586
9_75419413
9_74349033
9_74348946
9_74295863
9_74310872
9_74310781

47.0
50.3
52.8

9_70383044
9_70698656
9_70633361

81.6

9_62351519

97.3
107.6
109.4
111.9
113.7
117.4
119.6
124.5
129.4
133.9
135.7
144.1
148.6
151.2
152.6
155.5
159.2
161.7
169.3
183.8
189.6

9_61790826
9_59459100
9_59459530
9_59861700
9_59919371
9_15555149
9_15616508
9_36300637
9_55798588
9_29336987
9_33781620
9_9294902
9_7601557
9_7908315
9_9657577
9_9856990
9_7539582
9_7539436
9_6947616
9_3587490
9_5055553

204.1

9_1190351

60

0.0
0.7
6.5

10_108854759
10_108854770
10_108854738

40.1

10_111801837

71.7

10_115740113

79.7
81.8

10_114800511
10_114811087

99.4

10_111717839

114.4

10_110240843

122.8

10_108917715

129.4

10_109025937

151.4

10_101291040

159.0
163.1

10_101072205
10_101291101

A10 [2]

167.2
168.2
174.4
179.7
193.3
202.2
228.7
231.6
236.5
239.8
259.1
267.5
273.7
275.1
276.2
278.0
279.4
280.8
283.0
284.0
284.4
286.2
287.6
288.7
289.7
290.4
290.8
292.6
294.3
296.1
297.9
299.7
300.1
302.6
304.8
305.8
308.0
308.3
310.1
311.9
313.3
316.3
318.4
319.8
321.3
322.3
323.0
323.7
324.1
324.8
328.1
330.3

10_101128058
10_101128059
10_94321497
10_101128118
10_105934770
10_105918874
10_6978048
10_6963899
10_6931546
10_6857527
10_18431004
10_21230326
10_43996505
10_29792403
10_29792472
10_70480681
10_70476596
10_71456668
10_73006894
10_72066060
10_72066022
10_71085878
10_73720608
10_71273160
10_71272927
10_71272985
10_71272986
10_72362087
10_72308230
10_74968126
10_32435986
10_25129672
10_25129671
10_25652014
10_24392059
10_62453306
10_23890163
10_23890245
10_26256211
10_23897171
10_23896943
10_22782201
10_22418338
10_23827449
10_31892369
10_30361400
10_24392531
10_64112397
10_70227344
10_70227322
10_22644434
10_22291707

A10 [3]

332.4

10_22477955

A11

A12 [1]

0.0

11_110397028

5.3
7.5
10.8
12.6

11_109950194
11_109789862
11_108977517
11_108898527

42.9
43.3
46.6
49.9
52.8
56.1
58.3
58.7
59.7
60.4
60.8
61.5
61.8
64.0
66.5
66.9
68.3
68.6
70.4
73.0
84.2

11_117794441
11_117794428
11_117795029
11_117727649
11_117631000
11_117661302
11_117836351
11_117836321 11_117836323
11_117836552
11_117836524
11_117836530
11_117835934 11_117836233
11_117835917 11_117835937
11_117835457
11_117835061
11_117836680
11_117836795
11_117834960
11_117834600
11_117834540
11_115068631

97.0
97.3

11_118046286
11_118035740

114.6

11_119982930

0.0
4.9

12_102104467
12_101685629

23.5
28.8

12_99475241
12_98753269

37.2

12_99744340

44.2

12_98568059

59.3
64.6
66.4
71.7

12_97533580
12_97533545
12_97533470
12_97288651

78.3
83.2

12_96835046
12_95932958

111.3

12_92393747

123.0
127.1
127.5
130.0
134.1
140.7
147.7
148.1
149.9
152.8
156.9

12_92455335
12_92393225
12_92458794
12_92378114
12_92393256
12_89252735
12_92175959 12_92175960
12_92176005
12_92243171
12_91902967
12_91771714

A12 [2]

173.6
178.1
180.3
181.4
182.4
194.7
196.8
199.0
201.5
205.6
206.7
209.2
211.4
213.1
215.3
219.0
221.5
222.6
224.8
226.5
229.8
231.3
232.7
242.0
245.3
252.8
263.1

12_83938507
12_83908450
12_83746779 12_83746791
12_83807406
12_84134512
12_78197963
12_78197862
12_79102604
12_78649016 12_78649055
12_76831497
12_74618032
12_64488438
12_55658538
12_71023945
12_63878951
12_53610548
12_20728501
12_24336862
12_14742739
12_26271815
12_32242262
12_40455719
12_33256346
12_12515566
12_10111558
12_8129531
12_6683789

283.7
285.9
287.7
291.8
295.5

12_3611743
12_3450840
12_3450824
12_3454661
12_3273076

304.3

12_2951737

327.0

12_1662751

335.5

12_2142992

A12 [3]

340.4

61

12_2343993

A13 [1]

0.0

13_103007586

8.9

13_102106391

30.1
33.4

13_96019157
13_95894986

56.1
68.4
72.9
77.8
79.9
81.3
82.8
87.7
90.2
94.7
97.2
99.8
100.8
103.4
108.7
109.4
111.2
112.6
115.1
117.7
119.1
122.4
123.1
126.4
128.6
129.6
131.4
134.0
135.8

13_3898022
13_5413067
13_5782134
13_5510592
13_7054523
13_6326782
13_6326763
13_7124092
13_7222475
13_15590099
13_15661066
13_15701027
13_15701106
13_14290568
13_62943732
13_62943754
13_62943900
13_63207856
13_19556865
13_66155751
13_65211472
13_64983120
13_64983134
13_24063079
13_64982833
13_65575588
13_64076459
13_63097786
13_56280787

A13 [2]

137.2
139.7
141.1
142.9
144.4
145.8
146.8
147.9
150.1
151.5
153.6
156.6
159.5
161.6
163.1
164.8
165.6
165.9
168.4
170.6
179.5
183.6
186.9
194.3
200.5
204.6
210.0

13_56280858
13_45723047
13_41378093
13_63206711
13_60394230
13_65871808
13_66413518
13_66401878
13_15761717
13_58427713
13_60583220 13_60583226
13_59737765
13_65506921
13_56991688
13_59368123
13_64895359
13_64978610
13_65505482
13_65729607
13_62590964
13_85208266
13_85208696
13_85254801
13_90856454
13_90260291
13_89684764
13_90260453

244.9
246.0
248.9
251.4
252.5
257.8
260.0
263.7
264.7
270.1
273.8

13_110881238
13_110881486 13_110881488
13_110868625
13_110881042
13_110881041
13_110342049 13_110342050
13_110309328
13_110723823
13_110732217
13_110334209
13_110437926

D01

0.0
3.7
6.6
10.7
21.9
26.0
27.8
31.1
34.4
46.8
50.5
54.1
60.7
62.1
65.4
68.7
70.5
80.8
88.7
94.1
99.4
102.3
105.7
109.4
114.3
116.8
120.5
125.8
128.3
130.9
137.9
141.2
143.0
148.7
156.2
162.4
164.2
166.8
167.5
171.2
171.5
177.3
179.8
181.6
184.1
185.9
186.6
214.7
217.6
220.2

D02 [1]

15_5399930
15_5032258
15_5136884
15_4515172
15_7194631
15_7243874
15_7242293
15_7245788
15_7245381
15_10440615
15_10653618
15_11124405
15_7875606
15_7622439
15_8012493
15_7619831
15_7564568
15_15167003
15_26542935
15_43269035
15_28715570
15_29027296
15_29023878
15_26155009
15_29049727
15_28872314
15_29154358
15_55355129
15_55374884
15_55287759
15_57939208 15_57939227
15_58917843
15_59388634
15_58823971
15_58735768
15_59571869
15_58649016
15_59571957
15_59571962
15_58817737
15_58817736
15_55281284
15_55283162
15_55285760
15_55284993
15_55286057
15_55286056
15_62230377 15_62230380
15_62278304
15_62268606

0.0
3.7

14_622887
14_651060

8.6

14_84047

15.2

14_14558

19.7

14_181663

28.5
30.7
31.0
34.3
37.2
41.7
42.1
45.8

14_1943052
14_2973452
14_2973499
14_2599837
14_2811804
14_2645471 14_2645473
14_2645456
14_2591439

52.8
56.5
59.4
63.1
64.2

14_1836528
14_2649829
14_2786929
14_2976705
14_2976709

69.5

14_3835499

74.4

14_3081862

79.7
83.8
86.7
87.8

14_4025253
14_4024762
14_4024400
14_4024420

92.7
95.2
98.9

14_4084922
14_4068642
14_4041627

106.0

14_4068003

112.2

14_4038874

117.9

14_3829241

D02 [2]

119.3

14_4017696

123.4

14_4078272

127.9
132.4
135.8
136.1
141.0
142.5
143.9
147.2

14_4023811
14_4023941
14_4024278
14_4024276
14_4024834
14_4024860
14_4040246
14_4039989

159.8

14_5031392

179.1
179.5

14_6782284
14_6782263

188.4

14_6407060

201.2

14_6806114

232.5

14_69637388

D02 [3]

D02 [4]

259.3
262.6

14_60309109
14_60388862

272.0

14_61246739

276.5

14_62652961

283.9
286.5
287.5
292.0

14_61283855
14_61544845
14_61265269
14_61283620

301.3
303.5
308.3
310.1
311.6
314.5
317.8

14_49905149
14_49036854
14_50884206 14_50884239
14_48613148
14_48827551
14_48794004
14_46977668

323.5

14_46954470

331.0
331.3
333.1

14_60492656
14_60448391
14_60388986

342.9
347.0
348.4
349.8
352.4

14_21488288
14_41877444
14_21465904
14_17805782
14_42128995

62

355.7
357.8
358.5
359.2
363.3
365.8
369.2
370.6
372.7
373.8
377.1
381.2
384.1
387.4
388.5
391.8
394.3
396.1
399.1
401.2
402.6
405.2
407.0
407.7
408.4
410.9
413.1
414.9
416.3
418.4
419.9
420.2
420.9
425.0
429.9
432.4
435.0
437.9
440.4
441.8

14_42573465
14_42244628
14_21998958
14_21998905
14_41877379
14_41599819
14_20729175
14_24014674
14_20515062
14_20515008
14_17823430
14_22598452
14_19995552
14_21488162
14_21488179
14_41662850
14_19474645
14_19206500
14_19474762
14_21730034
14_22529722 14_22529758
14_19206524
14_19233610
14_19206489
14_19233440
14_21514900
14_22020285
14_21561640
14_20729835
14_42195159
14_19395099
14_18359912
14_22421579
14_19528245
14_19737005
14_20729787
14_20663088
14_19587668
14_19693205
14_22529688

D02 [5]

474.5

14_19395596

D03

0.0
9.3
20.6
22.0
52.1
55.8
60.7
67.7
77.1
82.8
88.6
89.6
91.1
93.6
95.8
98.3
100.5
102.2
103.3
104.4
108.1
108.4
108.8
109.1
110.9
112.7
113.0
115.2
120.5
123.8
126.0
136.3
156.3
158.5
163.0
165.9
170.4
172.5
175.8
178.0
178.4
178.7
179.4
180.1
180.5
192.7
196.8
200.5
210.9
222.7
228.0

D05

D04

17_51583130
17_50849356
17_50127931
17_50015027
17_46487823 17_46487835
17_46597204
17_46692271
17_46340878
17_43550209
17_43526030
17_38348347
17_38348334
17_38201272
17_38257611
17_38364519
17_38364276
17_38262986
17_38360743
17_38364191
17_38314148
17_34359869
17_33863347
17_33863435
17_33590515
17_33605078
17_33675049
17_33675101
17_33699487
17_27811784
17_32603322
17_33428508
17_6234774
17_3477316
17_3462617
17_3411156
17_3410731
17_3338453
17_2900359
17_3338623
17_3635191
17_3635218
17_3635017
17_3635023
17_3635032
17_3635143
17_1214082
17_1276285
17_1521456
17_1515696
17_1180771
17_898222

0.0

22_54866171

19.3

22_14850776

24.2
26.7
29.6
32.9
36.6
43.6
44.7
47.2
48.3
50.1

22_19474714
22_42321504
22_46185856
22_46304728
22_46371703
22_45802110
22_47688267
22_47860051
22_47860102 22_47860104
22_44562730

61.8

22_51265180

74.1
75.2
80.5

22_52857758
22_52911849
22_53536517

87.1

22_53865653

95.9

22_54863906

102.5

22_54804664

113.4

22_55013783

134.9

22_56446258

D06

0.0
8.4
11.7
16.6

19_64954935
19_64051125
19_64176720
19_63940853

58.8
61.3
65.4
68.4
70.5
76.7
82.8
85.0
89.5
95.7
113.0
119.2
125.8
129.9
160.9
172.7
185.2
185.9
188.8
189.5
190.9
195.0
201.6
206.9
208.0
210.1
214.6
218.7
222.0
224.6
242.1
246.6
250.7
254.0
257.3
261.8
265.1
267.6
272.9
310.2
315.5
318.4

19_31299897
19_31302741
19_30750147
19_30166727
19_30166460
19_30840177
19_32060891
19_31268436
19_32282299
19_32017690
19_28043706
19_28043372
19_28297872
19_28633842
19_24950852
19_23505550
19_19222302
19_19222328
19_19393327
19_19393064
19_19393134
19_19798533
19_20312120
19_20093774
19_20079775
19_20071169
19_19812632
19_19109808
19_19273296
19_19284319
19_13561680
19_13842116
19_13452768
19_13452721
19_13906710
19_14287926
19_14425911
19_14429310
19_13335462
19_751337
19_678972
19_797752

0.0
2.5

25_66246772
25_66182289

34.5
39.8
46.0

25_1128348
25_1445048
25_1588103

53.6

25_1641700

63.4

25_2481104

80.1
81.9

25_3195962
25_3200724

106.1
125.3
128.6
131.6
133.0
135.5
138.8
142.5
145.1
148.8
153.3
157.0
159.9
162.0
164.6
168.3
172.0
173.4
174.5
177.8
200.9
210.7
214.0
217.7
221.4
225.5
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D08

D07

25_5867365
25_11464019
25_11291654
25_9895812
25_9902056
25_11664207
25_9809449
25_9709508
25_9537992
25_9047761
25_11381687
25_11355907
25_11749033
25_11748861
25_11748802
25_11009337
25_11809551
25_11517825
25_11517700
25_11355134
25_43483355
25_56608087
25_56927400
25_56927651
25_56850219
25_56716396 25_56716400

0.0
4.1
12.0
21.9
26.0
28.9
46.2
80.2
95.3
98.2
101.5
104.4
106.2
111.1
112.5
114.3
117.2
118.3
121.6
126.9
131.8
134.4
138.1
140.6
142.8
143.1
144.2
156.4
163.9
165.7
168.2
172.3
176.0
176.4
181.3
187.9
192.4
193.9
197.2
203.3
204.4
205.1
206.9
209.1
209.4
216.4
231.4
240.2
244.7

16_57448224
16_57439924
16_57167944
16_55524807
16_55551139
16_55809265
16_54320535
16_46102874
16_15482669
16_16478581
16_14988614
16_14964995
16_14966460
16_16426281
16_16478226
16_16499396
16_17108254
16_17067432
16_17238434
16_17688971
16_14988804
16_14988797
16_14111142
16_14091423
16_14167471
16_13943235
16_13301130
16_10181691
16_9328667
16_8423189
16_9424537
16_9266655
16_8495644
16_8495627
16_6457791
16_5931491
16_6676389
16_6557167
16_6196381
16_5236362
16_5236420
16_5236416
16_5236650
16_5410026
16_5236712
16_4673954
16_2356485
16_1304630
16_1084260

0.0

24_66547793

8.0

24_64999582

13.3

24_64595328

30.7

24_60192612

40.9

24_54330703

D09 [1]

D09 [2]

D09 [3]

D09 [4]
23_12356329
23_17411546 23_25126935
23_25169035
23_18309066
23_17301673 23_18798200
23_22635872
23_18288024
23_19645878
23_19153128
23_23309237
23_17134009
23_20285157
23_18662324
23_24499859 23_24499864
23_25016157
23_24499881
23_24698748
23_17561079
23_24981544
23_18738848
23_24369885
23_19248785
23_15060982
23_18186404
23_18186333
23_18838712
23_23224256
23_23302821
23_17002846
23_17480676
23_12264116
23_25169025
23_25169010
23_18288119
23_19632062
23_18122392
23_15138266
23_17411707
23_24989216
23_24894990
23_25205840
23_19345823
23_25193001
23_25192998
23_25169328
23_24450143
23_18737802
23_30361406
23_29616641

162.1
162.4

0.0
1.4
2.5

10.4

15.3
15.6
16.7
18.5
19.6

23_2119337
23_1866076
23_1725141

23_6706980

23_7366358
23_7462712
23_7485394
23_7415842
23_7254519 23_7254613

35.2

23_9784569

40.5
42.3
42.6

23_10648004
23_10675540
23_10612339

45.9
47.0
48.4
50.2

23_11460287
23_19645791
23_19633958
23_16654339
23_15429133 23_15729081
23_25016104
23_15198929
23_19631299

52.0
52.7
53.4

54.1
54.4
54.8
55.5
56.2
56.5
57.6
58.7
59.4
60.4
61.8
62.9
63.6
64.3
65.0
65.4
66.4
67.1
68.2
69.3
72.2
74.7
77.2
78.3
79.0
79.7
80.4
80.8
81.5
82.5
84.0
85.0
88.3

23_17219066
23_18307378 23_25016019
23_16941255
23_24451080
23_19309043
23_19309052
23_25246815
23_18738034
23_23469374
23_12220098
23_24989078
23_20276556
23_12122725
23_12145909 23_12145958
23_12145935
23_12145862
23_19501006
23_15711546
23_17134061
23_23399317
23_17491890
23_12283092
23_24911439
23_25232590
23_24942233
23_24456434
23_17373934
23_15472932
23_24894909
23_17956608
23_22323480 23_22323486
23_19249045
23_16015267

96.8

23_16015265

108.3

117.7

134.8

144.6
148.3
149.0
150.4
151.5
151.8
152.5
153.2
155.0
156.8
157.5
157.9
158.9
160.3
161.0
161.4
161.7

23_16111986

23_15915526

23_16305850

23_16887016
23_24728723
23_25247037
23_24988969
23_16169402 23_24280135
23_15452300
23_15215266
23_15175406
23_19248688
23_17878534
23_19211870
23_19248492 23_19248530
23_24894084
23_24966408
23_24590815
23_18838121 23_24450225
23_15429042

162.8
163.1
163.8
164.2
164.5
165.6
166.3
167.7
168.8
169.5
169.8
170.2
171.3
172.3
173.0
174.1
174.8
176.9
178.7
180.9
181.6
183.0
183.7
184.8
185.8
186.5
187.6
188.0
189.0
189.7
190.1
191.1
193.3
194.4
195.8
197.2
197.9
199.0
200.0
200.4
200.7
201.4
203.2
208.1
209.5
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D09 [5]

271.5

23_36487603

23_35520565

274.0
275.8
276.2
276.9

23_36545137
23_36486792
23_36566934
23_36392267

23_35495937

280.6

23_36053179

23_33836734

285.1

23_36693753

287.2

23_36650760

289.4

23_36650371

291.6

23_36650746

297.3

23_37332712

304.8

23_37059617

310.5

23_37334515

218.8

23_34618364

221.0

23_35520776

223.5
226.1

231.0

239.3

D09 [6]

23_34408546

247.3

23_35633487

252.2

23_35740489

256.7

23_35740584

262.8

23_36763835

265.0

23_36407415

267.6
269.3

23_36358046
23_36687445

D09 [7]

327.3

23_39317917

330.2

23_39317962 23_39317988

335.9
337.7
338.4

23_40208690
23_40208910
23_40208873

341.0

23_40395717

344.3

23_40395996

375.9

23_44932777

D09 [8]

380.0

23_44932679

387.5

23_45027460

392.0

23_44726735

395.7

23_44142207

416.4

23_49940558

421.7

23_49510426

426.2

23_49577716

430.3

23_49905517

D09 [9]

435.2

23_50763126
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D11 [1]

D10

0.0
7.0
9.9
14.4
24.2
28.3
31.6
33.7
36.3
37.3
39.1
39.5
46.0
48.6
51.1
53.3
55.8
56.9
57.9
59.0
61.2
62.6
84.6
86.0
87.1
89.2
90.7
91.4
92.4
93.5
94.9
95.2
97.4
98.8
99.9
101.0
103.1
106.0
108.2
110.4
113.3
115.4
117.6
120.5
123.1
126.4

20_60584292
20_59402732
20_59358687
20_59534039
20_55931082
20_55803530
20_54211087
20_54211139
20_54461557
20_54461599
20_55931946
20_55965866
20_25239785
20_25145936
20_28320253
20_25239684
20_25128481
20_24145836
20_23711549
20_23877050
20_24023892
20_21951332
20_8907893
20_8862001
20_8862059
20_6637810
20_6505229
20_7242154
20_7220572
20_7309817
20_6840922
20_6840881
20_7333413
20_6661426
20_7195815
20_6645229
20_6644984
20_7195687 20_7195695
20_7195715
20_7447435
20_7447105
20_7196249
20_7140210
20_6847228
20_8856194
20_6614066
20_5889384

D11 [2]

D13

D12

D11 [3]

0.0

26_59799141

5.7
7.5
10.4

26_59815744
26_59801475
26_59815525

30.6
30.9
32.3
34.5
35.2
36.3
39.6

26_56585528
26_56585600
26_56398173
26_56413864
26_56413884
26_56383335
26_56970449

49.8
53.1
57.2
59.3
63.0
66.0

26_54334653
26_53332933
26_52286395
26_52334198
26_52575951
26_53042017

71.7

26_52376332

86.1
90.2
91.9
92.6

26_50357071
26_48662326
26_48662116
26_48662225

0.0

21_72486126

9.4

21_72917826

200.7
204.8

21_20980329
21_20960515

19.3

21_73108038

51.2
66.9

21_64265165
21_64246531
21_64246514 21_64264846
21_64265127
21_64212941
21_64265131
21_64264863
21_64080147
21_64759629
21_58810461
21_58810419
21_58810415
21_58795577
21_58795808
21_58795693
21_58795704
21_57906461
21_57906462
21_57984403
21_57927913
21_58727601
21_58779639
21_58697408
21_58796045
21_58970238
21_58969757
21_58714081
21_60723287
21_26967500
21_26104403
21_24352102
21_24352105
21_24487262
21_24487268
21_24342478
21_24614438
21_24385455
21_24614442
21_24595695

214.6
216.8
219.7
222.2

21_18953444
21_18953374
21_18952825
21_18953609

236.7
237.8
242.3
245.2
248.9
256.3
259.6
262.5
270.9

21_16807089
21_16461041
21_16549275
21_16527796
21_16634598
21_15215870
21_15225563
21_15226464
21_13420889

299.2
305.8
308.3
310.9
315.4

21_6624138
21_6700074
21_7024935
21_7001178
21_6780084

331.6

21_5669282

340.9
347.9
350.1
353.4

21_5584607
21_5507765
21_5507680
21_5548809

99.2
101.0

26_46976401
26_46271107 26_46414312

367.5

21_4965371

116.1
117.9
122.3
124.1
127.1

26_43356549
26_43525673
26_42533481
26_41654418
26_41793677

71.4
72.1
73.2
76.1
79.8
81.9
101.2
103.4
104.8
108.1
110.6
112.4
112.8
116.5
116.8
119.8
121.6
123.7
127.8
129.2
131.0
133.9
137.2
140.5
145.9
161.4
168.0
172.9
173.6
178.9
179.6
184.1
187.5
188.9
190.7
192.8

386.2

21_3546534
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0.0
14.9
32.5
40.9
45.4
49.5
52.0
59.5
65.2
71.4
81.3
88.3
94.9
97.8
113.7
123.1
132.9
134.4
139.3
145.0
147.6
150.9
156.6
162.8
167.7
172.6
178.8
187.2
189.0
194.3
200.9
203.9
210.0
214.9
217.1
220.8
229.6
232.2
236.3
241.2
249.1
250.5
268.1
270.7

18_51930513
18_56989024
18_47432145
18_45075913
18_43706284
18_43650687
18_43650666
18_44419448
18_46115816
18_43816510
18_45199031
18_46609871
18_46631903
18_46631939
18_20154610
18_8807721
18_8799900
18_8799816
18_11180814
18_8778078
18_8808133
18_8940309
18_8848987
18_8068509
18_7274632
18_5752135
18_28550855
18_5744563
18_5744596
18_5744659
18_5744414
18_5671200
18_5147324
18_5140634
18_5640013
18_5628965
18_4193159
18_4193346
18_4134282
18_3686239
18_3694441
18_3694451
18_2632164
18_2631805

Appendix B
Graphical Representations of Marker Locations Near Key Mutational Changes in
‘Jin668’
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